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Fluorescent proteins (FPs) are biotags of choice for second-harmonic imaging mi-
croscopy (SHIM). Because of their large size, computing their second-harmonic gen-
eration (SHG) response represents a great challenge for quantum chemistry. In this
contribution, we propose a new all-atom quantum mechanics methodology to compute
SHG of large systems. This is now possible because of two recent implementations:
the tight-binding GFN2-xTB method to optimize geometries and a related version of
the simplified time-dependent density functional theory (sTD-DFT-xTB) to evaluate
quadratic response functions. In addition, a new dual-threshold configuration selection
scheme is introduced to reduce the comptational costs while retaining overall similar
accuracy. This methodology was tested to evaluate the SHG of the proteins iLOV and
bacteriorhodopsin (bR). In the case of bR, quantitative agreement with respect to ex-
periment was reached for the out-of-resonance low-energy part of the βHRS frequency
dispersion. This work paves the way towards an accurate prediction of the SHG of
large structures, a requirement for the design of new and improved SHIM biotags.
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Fluorescent proteins (FPs)1–4 are used as genetically engineered biotags for the second-
harmonic imaging microscopy (SHIM).5–7 SHIM is a high-resolution bioimaging technique
that provides contrast for non-centrosymmetric molecular arrangements. The phenomenon
is the second-harmonic generation (SHG)8,9 for which the response is governed by the first
hyperpolarizability (β). While β is very sensitive to the local non-centrosymmetry and the
polarization,8,9 SHIM presents a low phototoxicity, less out-of-focus photobleaching, and
higher penetration in biological tissues with respect to traditional fluorescence.10–12 Reeve
et al.6 described requirements for good SHIM biotags, in particular a strong SHG response
at the laser frequency (usually in the cell transparent region) and a high affinity for the
hydrophobic cell membrane. The green fluorescent protein (GFP)-like family perfectly fits
these requirements.1–4
Reports13,14 showed that GFP was already employed as biotag for SHIM a couple of
decades ago. Quantitative β values from hyper-Rayleigh scattering (HRS) experiments were
obtained for a full rainbow of FPs.1–4 These experimental findings were supported by quan-
tum mechanics (QM) calculations. SHardonnay3 was specifically engineered to remove eYFP
local centrosymmetry and to enhance its SHG signal. HRS measurements were also re-
ported for the bacteriorhodopsin15 as well as other GFP-like proteins and several channel
rhodopsins.16
All-atom QM calculations on such large biological systems are challenging. Most of the
theoretical studies on photoreceptor proteins applies multi-scale modeling in which only a
small fraction of the protein is treated at the QM level.17–21 Specific difficulties on this
subject were recently reviewed by Mroginski et al.21 To evaluate β for FPs or other complex
systems, previous attempts pinpointed the importance of considering the environment:3
either implicitly (polarizable continuum22,23 or charge embedding24) or explicitly (ONIOM
schemes3,4 or fragmentation methods25). The partitioning between different parts of the
structure and their levels of approximation is also important choices to make.21
In this communication, we propose a new all-atom QMmethodology to generally compute
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β for FPs. This is now possible because of two recent developments and implementations:
the GFN2-xTB method26 to optimize geometries with the xtb program27 and the evaluation
of quadratic response functions28 with the simplified time-dependent density functional the-
ory (sTD-DFT)28–30 and in particular its tight-binding version (sTD-DFT-xTB)31 available
in the freely available stda program.32 The geometry of large proteins can now be optimized
fully quantum mechanically33 before computing their β values28,34 with modest CPU require-
ments. This QM protocol retains most of the quality expected from higher levels of theory
as it was demonstrated for the dynamical structural effects on β of tryptophan-rich amino
peptides.34 The reader interested in simplified quantum chemistry methods for evaluating
response properties and excited states can consult our recent perspective articles35,36 on the
subject. Shortly, three approximations are introduced in the simplified scheme: a) two-
electron integrals are approximated by damped short-range Coulomb interactions with two
globally fitted yJ and yK parameters, b) the configuration state function (CSF) space is trun-
cated to cover a spectral range up to Ethresh., and c) the response of the exchange-correlation
potential is neglected. The game-changer strategy28,34 is to fine-tune the yJ and yK param-
eters to reproduce affordable high-level calculations for the chromophore only. This gives
to the simplified calculations on FPs a similar accuracy at many orders of magnitude lower
computational cost. Ethresh. is adjusted to provide a sufficient but still tractable expansion
space consisting of typically thousands of CSF.
Considering systems such as FPs, for which only few protein parts contribute significantly
to the β response (mostly the chromophore), on top of the previous developments, we propose
here a new dual-threshold method. Its motivation is to drastically reduce the configuration
space and thereof the memory. In the dual-threshold method, the occupied (occ.) molecular
orbitals (MOs) of the protein are partitioned into two layers. The high layer includes occ.
MOs that are mostly located on the chromophore and selected important residues (with an
electron density ζi > 0.1). The remaining occ. MOs constitute the low layer. To determine
the truncated space of CSFs, a tighter energy threshold Ehigh is employed for the high layer
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Scheme 1: Details of the sTD-DFT single and dual-threshold response methods. ax is the
Hartree-Fock exchange percentage, i and j refer to occupied molecular orbitals (MOs) while
a and b to unoccupied ones, Cαi is the LCAO coefficient considering atomic orbital (AO) α
and MO i, Aia,jb is an element of the linear response matrix A. P- and S-CSFs stand form
primary and secondary configuration state functions, respectively.35
than for the low layer: Elow < Ehigh. Thus, with respect to a usual sTD-DFT calculation at
a given Ethresh., considering that Elow = Ethresh., the dual-threshold method is increasing the
active space but only for parts included in the high layer while the low layer stays unchanged.
This allows to keep computational costs reasonable with respect to simply increasing Ethresh..
The molecular response property is then computed considering this extended set of CSFs.
Scheme 1 summarizes details of the whole implementation.
Scheme 2a presents the all-atom QM methodology used to compute β of FPs. This pro-
cedure is divided in two parts: the protein geometry optimization and the evaluation of β.
Starting geometries are usually obtained from the protein data bank (PDB).37 Hydrogen
atoms are added to the PDB geometry with the PlayMolecule web interface38 at the exper-
imental pH and manually for the chromophore to comply with its pKa. The global charge
of the system (Table S1) is determined according to the amino acid protonation states and
inherent charges from other parts (chromophore, ions,. . .). Because β is highly sensitive to
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structural details, we used an ONIOM39 QM/QM scheme to optimize the protein geometry.
This approach is similar to a QM/MM mechanical embedding but the use of the GFN2-xTB
method for the low layer improves the treatment with respect to a MM method as it was
demonstrated by Schmitz et al.33 The chromophore (C, Scheme 2b) and the surrounding
amino acids in a 4Å radius (4A) are treated within the high layer at the ωB97X-D/6-31G*
level (in gas phase). This was chosen to correctly account for the non-covalent interaction
with the chromophore, while keeping a reasonable number of atoms within the high layer.
We expect that this protocol should be applicable to other fluorescent proteins where one
chromophore dominates the response but also more generally to large systems with a central
NLOphore. The rest of the structure, including a few external water molecules, is opti-
mized with the GFN2-xTB method26 (in water, treated with the GBSA model40). These
































Scheme 2: Left: the all-atom QM methodology to compute the first hyperpolarizability of a
fluorescent protein. Right: different parts of the protein and their acronyms: chromophore
(C), 4-Å amino acids surrounding the chromophore (4A), rest of the surrounding amino
acids and internal water molecules (S) and external water molecules (EW). Acronyms are
also provided for combinations of parts.
The second part concerns the evaluation of the βHRS and the depolarization ratio (DR)









where in a HRS experiment, both incident and scattered photons are polarized, either parallel
to theX (= horizontal) or to the Z (= vertical) axes for the incident photons and parallel to Z
for the scattered photons. The yJ and yK parameters in the sTD-DFT method are fine-tuned
with respect to MP2/6-31+G* results to provide sTD-DFT-xTB values for the chromophore
with a similar accuracy. The frequency dispersion is obtained by a multiplicative scheme43
with either ωB97X-D or M06-2X exchange-correlation functionals using TD-DFT for the
frequency dependence. Convergence of the βHRS for the chromophore as a function of Ethresh.
is then assessed to select a sufficiently large number of CSFs. With these yJ , yK and Ethresh.
parameters, βHRS values are then computed for the optimized FP structure at the sTD-
DFT-xTB level. Note that solvation effects are accounted for by the implict GBSA solvation
model40 but only for the generation of MOs. The reference values are obtained with the
Gaussian 16 A03, while a development version of the stda program32 is used for the sTD-
DFT-xTB calculations.
To illustrate this new methodology, we selected two example FPs of increasing size: iLOV
(∼ 2000 atoms) and the bacteriorhodopsin (bR, ∼ 3850 atoms). Figure 1 displays their
chromophore structures. iLOV is an engineered extrinsically fluorescent protein that binds
the flavine mononucleotide (FMN).44,45 bR is a light-driven transmembrane protein pump.
Its retinal chromophore is covalently linked via a Schiff base to the protein backbone.46
From the PDB, we used as input geometries 4EES for iLOV47 and 6G7H for bR.46 Both
structures were protonated considering an experimental pH of 5. A full discussion about
their optimizations is provided in the SI. Shortly, structural deviations (Figures S2-S3) for
the optimized geometries with respect to X-ray data (0.52 and 0.32Å for iLOV and bR,
respectively) are within the experimental uncertainty of 0.5Å. For iLOV, the FMN undergoes
7
Figure 1: NLO-active chromophores (C) of the different proteins, in their experimental pro-
tonation state (left) and with their first shell of surrounding amino acids (right, chromophore
in green, hydrogens hidden for clarity): iLOV (top, flavine mononucleotide) and bR (bottom,
retinal schiff-base, in its native all-trans state conformation).
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a displacement of its ribytil tail but without much modification of its π-conjugated pathway.
The π-conjugation is also well preserved for the retinal schiff-base of bR (Figure S4).
At these geometries, we obtained sTD-DFT-xTB optimized parameters of yJ = 2.0 and
yK = 0.15 for both systems (Figure S5). Concerning the truncation of the CSF space (Figure
S6), the βHRS value of bR rapidly converges so that a Ethresh. of 9 eV was selected. For iLOV,
a larger value is required. To balance computational cost and accuracy, we selected Ethresh. =
10 eV. Note that for bR with Ethresh. = 9 eV, 35 701 CSFs are included in the computation
which took less than 74 hours on a AMD Epyc CPU with 64 cores (2.0GHz). Moving now
towards the dual-threshold scheme, the high layer contains only the chromophore. We use
the following notation to refer to those calculation: EHigh-ELow. For example, the “9-7”
calculation on bR used 3399 CSFs when EHigh = 9 eV and ELow = 7 eV. This calculation
run only 5 hours (instead of 74).
Figure 2 presents the impact of the two thresholds on the static βHRS value for both
proteins as well as the number of included CSFs. For iLOV, the βHRS value is gradually
improved with the number of CSFs in comparison to the value obtained at Ethresh. = 10 eV (62
882 CSFs). The βHRS value with Ethresh. = 9 eV is already converged within 10% for a smaller
configuration space (14 978 CSFs). With the dual-threshold method, including important
CSFs for the chromophore with EHigh = 10 eV but smaller ELow drastically improves the
efficiency of the treatment while maintaining its accuracy. For example, the βHRS value at
10-7 is only 5% lower than the value with a unique threshold of 10 eV while only accounting
for 17 203 CSFs. Going from 10-8 to 10-9, a small increase of βHRS is observed similar to
the one from Ethresh. = 8 to 9 eV. The convergence with ELow could even be smoother by
including all tyrosine and tryptophan amino acids into the high layer (Figure S7), though
at a slightly higher computational cost. For bR, the calculation with a threshold of 7 eV
(1522 CSFs) already retains most of the physics with only 3% difference with respect to the
βHRS value at a threshold of 9 eV (35 701 CSFs). Using the dual-threshold method, the




















































































Figure 2: Influence of Ethresh. on the static βHRS of iLOV (top) and bR (bottom), as com-
puted at the sTD-DFT-xTB level of theory (with yJ = 2.0 and yK = 0.15) in water (GBSA),
and corresponding numbers of CSFs. For the dual-threshold scheme, the first number indi-
cates EHigh and the second ELow.
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Table 1: Static βHRS (in 103 a.u., DR in parentheses) of the chromophore (C), of
its surroundings (4A, with extra hydrogens to saturate bonds) the C-4A region
(ONIOM high layer, with extra hydrogens to saturate bonds), and of the whole
protein (P-EW), as computed at the sTD-DFT-xTB level of theory (with yJ = 2.0,
yK = 0.15) in water (GBSA) with a threshold value of 10 eV for iLOV and 9 eV for
bR. ONIOM MP2:sTD-DFT-xTB results are also provided.
sTD-DFT-xTB MP2:sTD-DFT-xTB
C 4A C-4A P-EW C-4A P-EW
iLOV 1.09 (4.8) 0.16 (2.3) 1.37 (6.2) 1.11 (3.6) 1.57 (5.7) 1.26 (3.6)
bR 17.32 (4.7) 0.66 (5.9) 21.08 (4.9) 23.43 (5.0) 22.04 (5.0) 24.40 (5.2)
To assess the impact of the chromophore surroundings on the response, Table 1 presents
the βHRS and DR for different parts of both structures. For iLOV, the βHRS for the FMN
in water is close to the one for the whole protein but the DR goes from 4.8 to a more
octupolar value of 3.6 for the full protein. For bR, the βHRS increases monotonically with
the increasing size of the surroundings but its DR is almost unchanged. The sTD-DFT-xTB
calculations are compared to ONIOM MP2:sTD-DFT-xTB results to assess their accuracy
and demonstrate an excellent agreement (Table 1) for both structures. This confirms the
suitability of the empirically fine-tuned yJ and yK parameters to emulate higher-level QM
methods.
Fig. 3 (Table S2) presents the βHRS frequency dispersions for both FPs, which are mostly
impacted by the first two-photon resonance. The βHRS spectrum for bR was recorded by
Clays and coworkers.15 Usually, βHRS is extrapolated to the static limit by different levels
of refinement based on the two-state approximation.48,49 We used a simple vibronic model
(SVM), of which the key parameters were determined such that the experimental UV-visible
spectrum is reproduced. Details about the SVM are given in the SI (Figure S8). Figure 4
compares the computed βHRS spectrum to the experimental one as well as to SVM results.
The sTD-DFT-xTB βHRS frequency dispersion reproduces quantitatively the first three low-
energy experimental points (those below the two-photon resonance) and follows well the
extrapolation to the static limit by the SVM. Because of the divergent nature of our response
theory in the resonance regime, it was expected that this frequency region could not be
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reproduced. Nevertheless, for low energy values, quantitative agreement with experiment
is striking showing the suitability of this methodology. We obtained a static βHRS value of
23.4× 103 a.u. close to the extrapolated experimental value of 29.5× 103 a.u..
In conclusion, the proposed methodology enables computing the SHG of proteins (here
with about 4000 atoms) fully quantum mechanically in a reasonable amount of computa-
tion time. The key concept is to refit only two empirical parameters in the sTD-DFT-xTB
method to reproduce higher level β results for parts of the system (mostly the chromophore),
providing a similar accuracy. In addition, a dual-threshold method is introduced to truncate
specifically the single-excitation space for two different layers of the system, reducing the
computational costs. We tested this approach for iLOV and the bacteriorhodopsin. For bR
where experimental data are available, the agreement between sTD-DFT-xTB and exper-
imental low-energy βHRS frequency dispersion is excellent. This kind of comparison could
not be achieved by only considering parts of the protein. This substantiates the importance
to account for the whole protein (or at least large parts of it) into the calculation and the
suitability of this workflow. In a near future, we should extend this methodology to the char-
acterization of dynamical structural effects, e.g protein conformations as well as the impact














































Figure 3: Comparison between the βHRS of the chromophore (C), of its surrounding amino
acids (4A), of the ONIOM “high” layer (C-4A), and of the total protein (P-EW), as
computed at the sTD-DFT-xTB level (with yJ = 2.0, yK = 0.15) in water (GBSA) with a




























Figure 4: Experimental versus calculated βHRS frequency dispersion of bR. The experimental
one15 has been extrapolated (red curve) to the static limit by using a vibronic model. The
calculations were carried out at the sTD-DFT-xTB level (yJ = 2.0, yK = 0.15, and Ethresh. =
9 eV) in water (GBSA).
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